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2-thread flatlock wide 
For sewing stretchy fabrics together with a decorative  
effect either with the flatlock side or the ladder stitch side.

2-thread narrow edge 
Use for edging lightweight fabrics.

2-thread wrapped overlock wide 
Decorative finish for garments and homedec. 

2-thread overlock narrow  
For overcasting a single layer of light to medium  
weight fabrics.

2-thread overlock wide 
For overcasting a single layer of light to medium  
weight fabrics.

2-thread rolled edge 
For edging lightweight fabrics. It gives a nice finish 
on silky scarves, pillow ruffles and napkins.

2-thread wrapped overlock narrow 
Gives a beautiful finish to lightweight fabrics.

2-tHread overlock stitcHes

3-thread flatlock narrow 
For sewing stretchy fabrics together with a decorative  
effect either with the flatlock side or the ladder stitch side. 

3-thread flatlock wide 
For sewing stretchy fabrics together with a decorative  
effect either with the flatlock side or the ladder stitch side. 

3-thread narrow edge 
For edging lightweight fabrics. Gives a nice finish to  
silky scarves, pillow ruffles and napkins. 

3-thread rolled edge 
For edging lightweight fabrics. Gives a nice finish to  
silky scarves, pillow ruffles and napkins. 

3-thread stretch overlock 
For sewing extra strechy fabric.

3-thread overlock wide 
For sewing two layers of stretchy fabric or overcasting  
a single layer of light to medium fabric.

3-thread overlock narrow 
For sewing two layers of stretchy fabric or overcasting  
a single layer of light fabric.

3-thread wrapped overlock wide * 
For finishing edges on lightweight fabrics.

3-thread wrapped overlock narrow * 
For finishing edges on lightweight fabrics.

3-tHread overlock stitcHes

4- and 5-tHread overlock stitcHes

4-thread overlock 
For all seams where stretch or give is needed,  
such as neck edges, side seams, sleeves, etc. 

4-thread safety stitch wide ** 
For joining with reinforced stitch  
and overcasting in one step.

4-thread safety stitch narrow **  
For joining with reinforced stitch  
and overcasting in one step. 

5-thread safety stitch narrow * 
For joining with a reinforced stitch and  
overcasting in one step. 

5-thread safety stitch wide * 
For joining with a reinforced stitch and over- 
casting in one step. 

*HUSKYLOCK™ s25 overlock machine only.
** HUSKYLOCK™ s25 and s21 overlock machines only.

Chainstitch ** 
For all types of sewing such as construction, 
hemming and piecing quilts.

Coverstitch narrow **  
For hems on stretch fabrics and for decorative 
effects on all kind of fabrics.

Coverstitch wide **  
For hems on stretch fabrics and for decorative  
effects on all kind of fabrics.

Coverstitch triple **  
For hems on stretch fabrics and for decorative 
effects on all kind of fabrics.

cHainstitcH and coverstitcH


